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REASONABLE GRAFFITI ARTIST GREG MCGONAGLE INT. HIGH SCHOOL BATHROOM CURT and SETH are spray painting the walls. Curt sprays "Fuck Mr. Tippo" CURT Man, I fucking hate Mr. Tippo, lamest principal. SETH Yeah, seriously. Fuck that guy. Seth spray paints right next to it "Mr. Dolan is cool though." CURT Dude, what the hell is that? SETH What? I think Mr. Dolan is a great assistant principal. I remember one day last year Mr. Tippo wasn't in school because he had to go to a wedding or something, so Mr. Dolan was in charge and I think he did a great job. CURT He had to go to a wedding on a weekday? SETH Yeah, I guess that is kind of weird. Maybe it was a Friday or something. Or a rehearsal dinner he had to travel real far for or something. Regardless, Mr. Dolan was friendly, but stern when he had to be. I'd totally embrace him as our full-time principal. CURT



2. Yeah, I guess. Alright man, there's so much more uncovered wall space here man, let's get to it. Curt spray paints "FUCK NYPD" SETH Now that's what I'm fucking talking about it. CURT You like that shit? Yeah, fuck those pigs! SETH Yo, check this. Seth sprays right under it "NJPD! KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!" SETH Really stick it to those jerks in the NYPD! Yes!!!! CURT New Jersey Police Departmet? Dude, fuck cops, man. SETH Hell no, man! The population to arrest ratio in NJ is way lower than it is in NY. We need cops man, let's be smart here and use our heads. What we don't need is jerks in uniforms abusing their power. I'm all for NJPD. NJPD all the way baby! CURT Well, I guess you have a point, but still man, you don't have to be tagging that shit on the walls, makes us look kind of lame. SETH What can I say? I like to keep it real.



3. Curt sprays "Wal Mart sucks!" on the wall. CURT I'm not trying to get all hippy here man, but that corporation is destroying our country. My uncle recently had to close down his independent hardware store because one of those places came into town, and now he's living with us and is sharing my bedroom with me! SETH Oof, that's rough. I honestly can't support that place either. Seth sprays under it "Target: The Better Alternative" CURT Dude, enough! SETH What?! It's a much better business! Sure, they still treat their employees like garbage, but at least Target isn't known for going into small communities and completely taking over leaving a large number of people unemployed or underemployed! CURT I agree, but you're making us look like huge nerds, Seth! Can you at least try to tag something badass?! SETH Alright, here goes. Seth goes to tag, all he gets down is "FUCK" before Mr. Dolan, Hoboken, NJ Police Chief Edelmiro Garcia Jr, and Brian C. Cornell come walking in. MR. DOLAN Seth! What are you doing?! SETH



4. I'm sorry. I'm wrong. I shouldn't be doing this. I respect all of you. They all look over the walls. EDELMIRO GARCIA JR Oh wow! BRIAN C. CORNELL Yeah! Thanks for the nice words, kid! SETH No prob! Blackout.
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